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Abstract.: Let G be a finite group with identity elemente. The intersec-
tion power graphΓIP (G) of G is the undirected graph whose vertex set is
the elements ofG and two distinct verticesa, b are adjacent inΓIP (G) if
there exists a non-identity elementc such thatap = c = bq for two posi-
tive integersp, q ande is adjacent to all other vertices ofΓIP (G). In the
present paper, we determine some finite groups whose intersection power
graphs having book thickness at most two. Also, we attain a lower bound
for α0(ΓIP (G)).
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1. INTRODUCTION

All groups considered in this paper will be finite. Theundirected power graphof a finite
groupG has the vertex setG and two distinct elements are adjacent if one is a power of
the other. In 2000, Kelarev and Quinn [8] introduced the concept of a power graph. In
2009, Chakrabarty, Ghosh and Sen [6] introduced the concept of undirected power graph.
Recently, many interesting results on power graphs have been obtained, see [1, 5, 6, 9, 10].
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A detailed list of results and open questions on power graphs can be found in [2]. Then
in 2018, Bera [3] introduced the intersection power graph of a finite group. Sudip Bera
[3] defined the intersection power graphΓIP (G) of a finite groupG as follows: take the
group elements as the vertex set and two distinct verticesa, b are adjacent inΓIP (G) if
〈a〉 ∩ 〈b〉 6= {e} ande is adjacent to all other vertices ofΓIP (G), wheree is the identity
element ofG.

We recall some graph terminology. A graph in which each pair of distinct vertices is
joined by the edge is called acomplete graph. We useKn to denote the complete graph
with n vertices. If the induced subgraph on a subsetA of the vertices of a graphG has no
edges, thenA is said to be anindependent set[7] of G. The largest size of an independent
set of a graphG is the independence numberof G [7]. Let us denote it asα0(G). A
connected graph with only one cycle is called aunicyclic graph. A graph without edges is
called anull graph. The largest distance between two vertices of a graph is said to be the
diameterof the graph. An undirected planar graph is said to be afriendship graphif it has
2n + 1 vertices and3n edges, and let us denote it asFn. One can construct the friendship
graph by joiningn copies ofC3 at a common vertex. A book is a collection of half-planes
all having the same line as their boundary. A planar embedding of a graph into a book
is called the book embedding. The smallest possible number of half-planes for any book
embedding of a graph is called thebook thicknessof the graphG. Let us denote it asbt(G).

In this paper, we address problems concerning unicyclicity and some bounds for the
diametre, the book thickness and the independent number of the intersection power graph
in some especial cases. The motivation for these results comes from [1] and [4], where
alike results for some graphs related to finite groups have been addressed.

2. PROPERTIES OFΓIP (G)

In the present section, we provide some basic properties ofΓIP (G).

Theorem 2.1. LetG be a finite group. ThenΓIP (G) is unicyclic if and only ifG ∼= Z3 or
S3, whereS3 is the symmetric group on 3 letters.

Proof. Clearly,ΓIP (Z3) is a cycle of length 3.ΓIP (S3) has precisely one cycle of length
3 induced by the identity element and two elements of order 3.

Conversely, suppose thatΓIP (G) is unicyclic. Then we may prove the following:
1) |G| has no prime divisorp with p ≥ 5 sinceΓIP (G) is unicyclic. As a result, we have
|G| = 2m3n.
2) Consider a Sylow 3-subgroupM of G. Suppose that|M | ≥ 9. If M has an element
x of order 9, then in〈x〉, ΓIP (G) has at least two cycles, a contradiction. IfM has no
elements of order 9, then every non-trivial element ofM has order 3, which also implies
thatΓIP (G) has at least two cycles, a contradiction.
3) By 2), we have|G| = 2m3 andG has a unique Sylow 3-subgroup.
4) Similarly, we can conclude thatG has no elements of order 4 and 6.
5) Let P = 〈x〉 is the unique Sylow 3-subgroup ofG. ThenP is normal inG. By ’N/C’
Theorem,G/CG(P ) can be imbedded inAut(P ). Suppose there exists an elementy in
G\P such thatxy = yx. Then the order ofy is 2. Since the order ofx and the order ofy are
coprime, one has that the order ofxy is 6, which is impossible. It means thatCG(P ) = P .
Also, it is well known thatAut(P ) ∼= Z2. Hence,|G/P | = 1 or 2. In the former case one
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hasG = P = Z3, as desired. In the latter case one has|G| = 6, one can easily verify that
G = S3 ¤

Theorem 2.2. For a finite groupG with ordern = pβ1
1 pβ2

2 · · · pβm
m , wherep1, p2, . . . , pm

are different primes andβ1, β2, . . . , βm are natural numbers,G has unique subgroups with
ordersp1, p2, . . . , pm, u andv are non-adjacent inΓIP (G), whereu, v(6= e) ∈ G ⇔ the
greatest common divisor between the order ofu and the order ofv is one.

Proof. Suppose that the greatest common divisor between the order ofu and the order of
v is one, from this〈u〉 ∩ 〈v〉 = {e}. Thereforeu andv are not adjacent.

Conversely, suppose thatu andv are not adjacent. If the greatest common divisor be-
tween the order ofu and the order ofv is not equal to one, then there existspi such that
pi divideso(u) andpi divideso(v). Which implies〈u〉 and〈v〉 should contain a subgroup
with orderpi. Since the group has a unique subgroup with orderpi, | 〈u〉 ∩ 〈v〉 | ≥ pi.
Thereforeu is adjacent tov, this is a contradiction. Hence the greatest common divisor
between the order ofu and the order ofv is one ¤

Theorem 2.3. For a finite groupG whose order ispβ1
1 pβ2

2 · · · pβm
m , wherep1, p2, . . . , pm

are distict primes andβ1, β2, . . . , βm are natural numbers,ΓIP (G) is connected and the
diameter ofΓIP (G) is lessthan or equal to 4 ifG contains unique subgroups whose orders
arep1, p2, . . . , pm.

Proof. Sincepi is a divisor of|G|, wherei = 1, 2, . . . , m, there existsxi ∈ G such that the
order ofxi is pi, wherei = 1, 2, . . . , m. Let xi andxj be two elements inG of orderpi

andpj , wherei 6= j and1 ≤ i, j ≤ m. Let Ni = 〈xi〉 andNj = 〈xj〉 be subgroups ofG.
From our assumptions,Ni andNj are unique subgroups with orderpi andpj . From this
Ni andNj are normal subgroups ofG. Also, NiNj is a normal subgroup ofG so that the
order ofNiNj is pipj . SinceNi andNj are cyclic subgroups,NiNj is a cyclic subgroup
so that it has an elementy with orderpipj . From our assumptions,〈xi〉 ∩ 〈y〉 = 〈xi〉 and
〈xj〉∩〈y〉 = 〈xj〉. Which implies thatxiyxj is a path inΓIP (G). Letu, v be two elements
in G. Then there ispi andpj , for certaini, j and1 ≤ i, j ≤ m such thatpi divides the
order ofu andpj divides the order ofv. Note thatuxiyxjv is a path betweenu andv in
ΓIP (G). HenceΓIP (G) is connected anddiam(ΓIP (G)) ≤ 4 ¤

Theorem 2.4. [7] K5 andK3,3 are non-planar.

Example 2.5. For an abelian groupG with order either 12 or 18,ΓIP (G) is non-planar.

Proof. Case 1:G is a cyclic group.
For |G| = 12, G ∼= Z12. SinceG has four elements with order 12 also a unique subgroup
with order 2,K5 is a subgraph ofΓIP (G). By Theorem 2.4,ΓIP (G) is non-planar.
For |G| = 18, G ∼= Z18. SinceG has six elements with order 18,K6 is a subgraph of
ΓIP (G). By Theorem 2.4,ΓIP (G) is non-planar.
Case 2:G is a non-cyclic group.
For |G| = 12, G ∼= Z2×Z2×Z3. SinceG has six elements with order 6,K6 is a subgraph
of ΓIP (G). By Theorem 2.4,ΓIP (G) is non-planar.
ForG = 18, G ∼= Z2×Z3×Z3. SinceG has eight elements with order 6,K8 is a subgraph
of ΓIP (G). By Theorem 2.4,ΓIP (G) is non-planar ¤
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Lemma 2.6. For any two finite groupsH1 andH2, ΓIP (H1) ∼= ΓIP (H2) if H1
∼= H2.

Proof. Suppose thatf : H1 → H2 is a group isomorphism. Leta, b ∈ H1 such that
a is adjacent tob in ΓIP (H1). Since〈a〉 ∼= 〈f(a)〉, for eacha ∈ H1, | 〈a〉 ∩ 〈b〉 | =
| 〈f(a)〉 ∩ 〈f(b)〉 | ≥ 1. From thisf(a) is adjacent tof(b) in H2. ThereforeΓIP (H1) ∼=
ΓIP (H2) ¤

Remark 2.7. The converse of Lemma 2.6 is not true. Let us consider(Z8, +8) and the
quaternion groupQ8 whose order is eight. Note thatZ8 is not isomorphic toQ8, but
ΓIP (Z8) ∼= K8

∼= ΓIP (Q8).

Theorem 2.8. For any dihedral groupG, ΓIP (G) is a tree⇔ G ∼= D2 or D4.

Proof. If G is isomorphic to eitherD2 or D4, then the itersection power graph ofG is
eitherK2 or K1,3. HenceΓIP (G) is a tree.

Conversely, suppose thatΓIP (G) is a tree. Suppose there is a prime numberp ≥ 5 such
thatp is a divisor of|G|. SinceG has an element with orderp, ΓIP (G) containsKp(p ≥ 5)
as a subgraph. From thisΓIP (G) is not a tree, a contradiction. Therefore|G| = 2n3m,
wheren ≥ 1 andm ≥ 0 are two integers.
Suppose|G| = 2n3m, wheren ≥ 3 andm = 0. ThenΓIP (G) containsK2n−1 as a
subgraph. From thisΓIP (G) is not a tree, a contradiction.
Suppose|G| = 2n3m, wheren ≥ 1 andm ≥ 1. which impliesG has an elementw with
order 3. Now, the subgraph induced by〈w〉 containsK3. From thisΓIP (G) containsK3

as a subgraph, a contradiction. This implies thatG is isomorphic to eitherD2 or D4 ¤

3. BOOK THICKNESS OFΓIP (G)

In the present section, some finite groups whoseΓIP (G) having book thickness at most
two are classified.

Theorem 3.1. [4] For m ≥ 4, bt(Km) =
⌈

m
2

⌉
.

Theorem 3.2. For a dihedral groupG, bt(ΓIP (G)) is at most two ifG ∼= D2n, where
n = 1, 2, 3, 4.

Proof. Since the intersection power graph ofD2, D4 andD6 have at least one edge, the
book thickness for these graphs are at least one. Here each is a subgraph of the one page
embeddable graph (see figure 3.1) for some integern. Hence the book thickness for these
graphs are one.

1 2 3 ...........
4 n a

Figure 3.1: One page embeddable graph.
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Since the intersection power graph ofD8 containsK4 as a subgraph and so it follows from
Theorem 3.1 that, the book thickness for this graph is at least two.
In figure 3.2, two page embedding of the intersection power graph ofG is portrayed. The
first page lies above the spine and the second page lies below the spine. Hence the book
thickness for this graph is two.

1
r r2 r3 s

sr sr2

sr3

Figure 3.2: Two page embedding ofΓIP (D8).

¤

Theorem 3.3. For a finite abelian groupG, bt(ΓIP (G)) is at most two ifG is isomorphic
to the trivial group of order one,Z2 × Z2 × · · · × Z2, Z3 × Z3 × · · · × Z3 or Z4.

Proof. Since the intersection power graph of the trivial group of order one is a null graph,
the book thickness for this graph is zero. Since the intersection power graph ofZ2 × Z2 ×
· · ·×Z2 andZ3×Z3×· · ·×Z3 have at least one edge, the book thickness for these graphs
are at least one. Here each is a subgraph of the one page embeddable graph (see figure 3.3)
for some integern. Hence the book thickness for these graphs are one.

1 2 3 ...........
4 n a

Figure 3.3: One page embeddable graph.

Since the intersection power graph ofZ4 is isomorphic toK4. By Theorem 3.1, the book
thickness for this graph is two ¤
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4. INDEPENDENCE NUMBER OFΓIP (G)

In the present section,α0(ΓIP (G)) are attained.

Theorem 4.1. For a finite groupG with order pβ1
1 pβ2

2 · · · pβm
m , wherep1, p2, . . . , pm are

different primes andβ1, β2, . . . , βm are positive integers,α0(ΓIP (G)) ≥ m.

Proof. Since eachpi is a divisor of |G|, G has elementsai such thato(ai) = pi, for
1 ≤ i ≤ m. Emphasize that〈ai〉∩ 〈aj〉 = {e}, for eachi 6= j. From that{a1, a2, . . . , am}
is an independent set ofΓIP (G). Hence the required result follows ¤

Theorem 4.2. For a finite group with orderpβ1
1 pβ2

2 · · · pβm
m , wherep1, p2, . . . , pm are dif-

ferent primes andβ1, β2, . . . , βm are positive integers,α0(ΓIP (G)) = m ⇔ G has a
unique subgroup with orderpi, for eachi = 1, 2, . . . , m.

Proof. Suppose thatG has a unique subgroup with orderpi, for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m. For
α0(ΓIP (G)) > m, G has an independent setX with minimum m + 1 elements. From
Theorem 2.2, the orders of elements inX are relatively prime. Since|G| has exactlym
different prime divisors, we cannot findm + 1 elements whose orders are relatively prime
in G. From thisα0(ΓIP (G)) ≤ m. Also, by Theorem 4.1,α0(ΓIP (G)) ≥ m. Hence
α0(ΓIP (G)) = m.

Conversely, suppose thatα0(ΓIP (G)) = m. By Cauchy’s Theorem,G contain elements
with order pi, wherei = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Let ai ∈ G such thato(ai) = pi, wherei =
1, 2, . . . ,m. SupposeG has two different subgroups with orderpi, for somei. Let bi ∈ G
such thato(bi) = pi. Obviously, 〈ai〉 ∩ 〈bi〉 = {e} and so{a1, a2, . . . , am, bi} is an
independent set inΓIP (G) with m + 1 elements, this is a contradiction. ThereforeG has a
unique subgroup with orderpi, wherei = 1, 2, . . . , m ¤

5. CONCLUSION

In this research article, we talked about certain properties ofΓIP (G). Also, we dis-
cussed about the book thickness and the independence number ofΓIP (G).
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